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of János Kálvin János, where they are recalled by the most beautiful 
flowers to arrow, which we can get to know the history of the pre-
requisites of a Transcarpathian Hungarian Reformed Pastor Soviet 
authorities, the event history and capture of his arrest. Pál Forgon 
Specifies the events in the first person, and the individual number also 
uses third-party and multiple and third-party narrative in recollection. 
Forgon, in its own, and in its own, and through others, presents the 
terrible reality of the Ungvár prison, the methods of interrogations, 
the wide range of false testimonies and the wide range of stimulus 
charges. In the recollection, it describes in detail the course of investi-
gation and the trial of the pension tribunal against him, its participants 
and describes the conditions of prison and campaign. Forgon’s own 
experiences, through its direct trials, presents the real, retention and 
consoling power of faith. The volume was most likely to have been 
guided for their own age and the growth generations of posterity.

The situation and vomitations of the Jesuit Church 
in Kalocsa during the 1919 Council of Europe
Szabó, Róbert
In my writing, I examine the atrocities committed against the Jesuit 
monastery in Kalocsa during the Soviet Republic in 1919. My aim 
is to substantiate my hypothesis that the behavior of different social 
groups opposed to anti-religious measures cannot be explained by 
the counter-revolutionary activity assumed by the Hungarian Soviet 
Republic. Namely, one of the real reasons is the religious sentiment 
of the population of Kalocsa, while the other is the symbiotic inter-
twining between the Catholic Church (and thus the Jesuit order) and 
different social groups in the city.

The Peace of the Fatherland and the Unity of the 
Nation in the Sermon of István Tolnai
Erdős, Zoltán
The paper analyses the sermon titled The Peace of Fatherland or Stra-
ight Path by István Tolnai (1630–1690), professor and preacher in Cluj 
(Kolozsvár), dean of Târgu Secuiesc (Kézdivásárhely), later of Cluj. The 
sermon was preached in June 1663 in the Court of Prince Mihály Apafi, 
and was printed one year later in Sibiu (Szeben).
The text was written in a very difficult situation. After the Turkish war 
and political crisis in 1657–1663 the new rulers of Transylvania had to ar-
range the relations to the Habsburg and Ottoman Empire, to strengthen 


